Abstract-The main objective of this paper is improving the BOAT classification algorithm and applying it in credit card big data analysis. Decision tree algorithm is a data analysis method for the classification which can be used to describe the extract important data class models or predict future data trends. The BOAT algorithm can reduce the data during reading and writing the operations, the improved algorithms in large data sets under the operating efficiency, and in line with the popular big data analysis. Through this paper, BOAT algorithm can further improve the performance of the algorithm and the distributed data sources under the performance. In this paper, large banking sectors of credit card data as the being tested data sets. The improved algorithm, the original BOAT algorithms, and the performance of other classical classification algorithms will be compared and analyzed.
, [1] classification problem is to define the mapping ( : ) f D C and makes each ti can be distributed to one class. In other words, classification is the process to divide the data sets into subsets that different from each other. The members in each subset need to be as "similar" as possible, and the different subsets should as be "far" as possible. For example, one typical classification problem is to possibly divide the customer database of credit card into the equal and rational two groups. One group means "good" client that can bring the high benefit and low risk. The other group means "bad" customer that belongs to the low income and high risk [2] [3] .
The classification algorithm in the generalized research direction has decision tree, association rules, Bayes, neural network, rules learning, K-means, genetic algorithm, rough set, fuzzy logic, and etc.. In these classification algorithms, decision tree has the longest history. From the earliest CLS algorithm, the decision tree algorithm has been developed in decades of years. It is still the best algorithm that obtains popularity among the researchers and developers [4] [5] .
1) The decision tree is the 'white box' algorithm, which means all the created rules are simple with easily understanding. We can clearly find out each branch sense, understand the point effect, and we can compare with other rules [6] .
2) The decision tree is the non-parametric object. This means it responses the various continuous attribute and disperses the attribute without specific data management. It can also process the missing value and non-uniformly distributed data.
3) Decision tree has the convenient operation with high quality classifier and high efficiency.
4) The decision tree is one simple algorithm as well as the weak learner. That means understanding and realizing of the decision tree needs no complicated math tool. We can apply it widely. Although the weak learner looks like a disadvantage, the expression will be better under the slather usage in the complicated environment (e.g. System ensembles) [7] .
Classification algorithm complexity grows with the development of data amount, which will make the above algorithms (not all the decision trees are suitable for the massive data) cannot apply to the mass data. When we classify the mass data, we use ID3, SLIQ, SPRINT, PUBLIC, RAINFOREST, BOAT, and etc.
Aims at the mass data or the big data analysis, algorithm complexity are not the only fact to influence the algorithm effectiveness. As the important factor, data quantity and storage without centrality impacts the frequency and the effectiveness of data reading and writing [8] .
II. CLASSIFICATION ALGORITHM

A. Big Data Evaluation
Big data obtains great attention for the past few years. Different from the old data evaluation, big data follows the concept of "sample=overall". The core meaning is not collecting data but how to manage the numerous and jumbled data. Big data always combine with distributed calculations based on the large quantity [9] . MapReduce is the sample frame. In short, big data is the technique that can be rapidly managed and find rules when facing the mass data.
Classification and prediction are the main method of big data. The analytical models that are used for high dimensional data and predicted data which include regression analysis, time sequence, neural network, pattern matching, association rules, clustering, classification trees, and etc. Classification algorithm of the decision trees has better effectiveness in management, result conciseness and the high availability to high dimensional and mass data. This analysis can satisfy the mass data characteristics. In the following we will focus on the decision tree algorithm.
B. Decision Tree Algorithm
Decision algorithm approximates with the method of discrete function. At first, this typical classification method needs to manage the data. Use the induction algorithm can create readable rules and decision tree. At last, we can evaluate the new data. The decision tree is the process to classify the data through a series of rules. The target is finding the relationship between attribute and classifications that using for estimating the unknown record classification. The recursive fashion uses topdown mode. Compare the attribute of the internal nodes and based on the different attributes, we can adjust the following branches from the node. Then we can receive the conclusion at the leaf node. The main current decision tree algorithms include ID3 [10] , SLIQ, SPRINT, PUBLIC, RAINFOREST, BOAT, and etc. They have differences in attribute test technique, decision tree structure, cutting method and time while processing the big data. Here we will not give unnecessary details.
C. Data Read-write Operation of the Algorithm
Various decision trees have the similar classification veracity. We can obtain this through the multiple researches. Some decision tree algorithms such as RAINFOREST are only a frame, and the core center is SPRINT and other algorithms. They have the consistent accuracy [11] [12] .
This condition shows the algorithm differences in data and storage. The algorithm (such as SLIQ, ID3, etc.) can operate effectively after integrating all the training data set in one database. Ten years ago, it was available that lots of major industries concentrate all the data in their central data bank. With the development of distributed computer technology, SOA structure, big data, and cloud computing, their data were apt to distribute as asteroids in the overall internal network. It will cost bigger and bigger if we concentrate all the data and evaluate them with an algorithm. The traditional decision tree algorithm becomes outdated under the external requirement.
The other problem is the data repeatedly scan. Every scan of all the data set has high cost under the big data environment, which means it will spend lots of time and resources. In the extreme circumstance, data cannot be stored as the documents. They will evaluate the server as a flow for once or multiple times. This provides stricter requirement to the algorithm.
The last problems are facing the temporary storage. The increasing temporary storage requires more hardware resource and read-write time cost. It will decrease the algorithm efficiency. This problem stands out even more with the data quantity growing. Table 1 is the read-write comparison of the above classification algorithms.
Compare with other classical algorithms in the above table we can find out, BOAT algorithm increases the data operation that can effectively decrease the data scan and storage requirement. The average behavior improves more than twice [13] [14] [15] . The BOAT applies completely different extension-type method. Instead of under the specific data structure, it uses one statistical approach that called bootstrap. This method segments the data set, and separately builds the decision tree on the data subset, then creates the final decision tree. BOAT algorithm will build the decision tree in three phases:
(1) Sampling phase. The very large training set D requires using the bootstrap to abstract 1 D out of D , in order to store it in the memory. After b times repetition, we can get the data subset of 1 D
Build the decision tree based on each data set, the trees will be 1 T ,
Then we can compare the split attribute of each node 'n' among these trees. If the split attributes are different, remove all the node 'n' and the sub-tree. If they have the same split attribute, we need to find the best total b split points and sequence one confidence interval
In this zone, the reliability can be increased with the sampling frequency increasing. At last, the received node is the rudiment tree from the rough confidence interval.
(2) Purifying phase. Assume the rudiment tree is correct, the algorithm will re-scan the original training D . During this period, build the data set n S on each node 'n' that can satisfy the rough confidence interval and save it in the memory. The data which do not belong to this confidence interval will be distributed to the sound. After this circulation, all the data that accord with the confidence interval will be saved in the memory. Then we can save the data set n S . Through Gini index to calculate the best split point, transfer all the nodes that belong to the rough confidence interval into the best split points and we can finish the decision tree.
(3) Detection mistake. The obtained decision based on the above algorithm need to detect the optimum condition. Separately discretize the original data set D into some interzone places based on the attribute, and calculate the minimum impurity level k. In phase 2, we can obtain the minimum impurity level k'. Then compare k and ' k . If ' kk  , it means the decision tree is correct. Otherwise, eliminate all the non-minimum nodes and the following sub-trees.
BOAT algorithm advantages have two parts. Through data set segmentation, it is unnecessary to pre-concentrate the data during the scanning. We can separately scan the distributed multiple data sets and reemerge the decision tree at last. The other advantage means we can operate the evaluation on the original data. After receiving the decision tree, the new incremental data can be the new data subset new D , which can build the decision tree alone. Then, we can combine the new and the original decision to create the updated decision tree. We only need to scan the new D once. It can realize the best support to increment and update.
D. Improvement That Aiming At BOAT Algorithm
BOAT algorithm divides the original data into many data subsets that can be saved into the memory. They can separately create the decision tree, and combine them altogether.
In the practical application, the data sets disperse into many data sets by some cases. For example, at place A , the enterprise data is saved in database A and at place B , the company saves the data into database B . Algorithm does not need to classify the data set after concentration. It is more effective to use the current multiple data set.
Based on this, we aim at BOAT algorithm to do the following improvement:
( ' T that combines with rough confidence interval for each node.
(6) Each node of ' T , we compare the minimum impurity level of split attribute B on 1 T , 2 T ,… n T and the minimum impurity level of attribute A on this node. Take the minimum value as the split attribute and the best split point.
(7) Re peat step 6, and receive the decision tree T . Improve this algorithm we can use the practical advantage of data set segmentation in the practical production environment and avoid the cost of segmenting after concentrating. This is suited to the data distribution condition, and provides better solution to further algorithm distributed management.
Improve this algorithm we only need to scan each data set. At the same time, it saves the original scalability. When we are adding new data set, only need to scan the new data subset once.
Improve the disadvantage based on assuming each data subset segment follows one specific attribute. This is common in the practical production. When the attribute changes, we can bring the new one for distinguishing each data set.
Another disadvantage is the original algorithm only save the final decision tree, and a new data set calculation need to compare the purification with the final decision tree. After the improvement, BOAT algorithm needs to save on decision trees that aims at each data subset, the new added data sets have to follow the repeat algorithm of step 5, 6, and 7 to update the final decision tree. Compared with the mass original data, we only need to store tens of decision trees. It is negligible about the quantity of storage and extra calculation.
In this way, the large algorithm handling capacity pays attention to the once scan of each data subset and the calculated quantity of best split point. When we use Gini index to calculate the best break point with one discrete distribute, the too much value will increase the calculation. We can improve the algorithm into the followings:
(1) Suppose attribute A has m value, and 5) Step 2 and step 4 is contradicted, so step 3 is false; (6) Therefore, () i gA is the best split.
III. TEST RESULT OF EACH DECISION TREE ALGORITHM
A. Test The Data Set
In this test, we use the data set of 20 million credit cardholders. Each record includes 1 category and 18 attributes. The attribute includes the continuing value such as salary and the split attribute such as the city, which can effectively test the algorithm. 10 million data are the training set, 10 million data as the test set. The test environment is one PC, CPU 3GHz, 4GB memory, Windows 7 operating environment, Oracle 11g and MySQL database. The algorithm will be realized by C language.
B. Algorithm Performance Evaluation and the Expansibility Test
The being tested algorithms include SLIQ, SPRINT, PUBLIC, RAINFOREST, the original BOAT algorithm and the improved BOAT algorithm.
Evaluate main indexes of the decision tree algorithm include algorithm performance, scalability, accuracy and other factors. The ideal classification method is to create the clear and correct decision tree in the short time.
C. Tree Building Performance of the Algorithm
The algorithm performance evaluation of the decision tree can be started at the different record number and the various attribute quantity. This can clarify the different algorithm characteristics.
Different data set scale spend the time in building the decision tree is figure 1.
From figure 1 we can find out, BOAT algorithm scans less quantity and save more time that compare with the RAINFOREST algorithm. The improved BOAT algorithm perfects the best split point for saving some calculating time, which means it has better performance than the original BOAT algorithm. Figure 2 introduces the comparison between BOAT algorithm and PUBLIC algorithm in tree building time. BOAT algorithm has a better effect than PUBLIC algorithm. Although with the data quantity increasing, many algorithms grow the performance lines, BOAT algorithm can better adapted the big data.
D. Algorithm Scalability
We can consider several parts of the algorithm scalability such as when we adding the new data subsets, the algorithm performance and when we are adding the new attribute and the algorithm performance. They can describe the algorithm condition in the complicated and dynamic data environment.
If the attribute does not change, the original 3 million data create the decision, and then add a new data set (the new data set has the same distribution with the original data set). Different algorithm will show the following performance as figure 3 shown: Figure 3 shows, when we are adding new data, BOAT algorithm keeps the perfect scalability, but the other typical algorithm will increase the time. This is caused by the BOAT algorithm only need to scan the new data set once, and other algorithms have to concentrate the original data set + new data set, then repeat the scanning in order to build the decision. The improved BOAT algorithm shrinks the advantage when facing the large increasing data quantity, because the improved BOAT algorithm requires little extra decision integration. When we are adding new attributes, BOAT algorithm has perfect scalability. Other typical algorithms require more calculating time. Figure 4 shows algorithm performance by adding extra new attribute based on the original 10 attributes.
E. BOAT Algorithm Advantages After Improvement
The above comparisons are all based on the integrity and full data set. If we test the multiple distributed data source, the improved BOAT algorithm will show the advantages. Figure 5 describes the time that 10 million data separately come from the multiple data sources.
In figure 5 , the original BOAT algorithm and the improved BOAT algorithm have slight difference if the data is concentrated. The only difference is the calculating optimization of the best split point after the BOAT algorithm improvement. When facing the multiple data sources, the improved BOAT algorithm nearly spend no extra time. However, the original BOAT algorithm will spend the increasing time in data concentration and sampling. The extra time lost in multiple data source concentration and read-write.
The test environment in figure 5 is in the different database and data table on the same server. If in the real environment, multiple data source might be distributed in different regions. We need to consider the extra cost of network transportation. The improved BOAT algorithm has obvious advantages.
F. Algorithm Accuracy Comparison
Compare the data classification accuracy of these algorithms: The different algorithm builds the different decision tree with different classification accuracy. The difference is tiny. The being tested data set can realize more than 96% accuracy and satisfy the practical requirement.
IV. CONCLUSION AND PROSPECT
This article evaluates the classification algorithm requirement based on the big data. It introduces BOAT algorithm, and improve it that combines with the practical application. Moreover, it compares the performance between BOAT algorithm and the typical classification algorithms such as SLIQ, SPRINT, PUBLIC, RAINFOREST.
In the comparison we can find out, BOAT algorithm has better management performance than other typical algorithm. It is caused by the decrease of scanning quantity. When the data quantity and data attribute obtains changes, BOAT algorithm scalability is better than others.
This article also discusses the original SPRINT improvement. Through the data set test we can find out the improved SPRINT shrinks the distance between PUBLIC and RAINFOREST, which have perfect performance.
The improved BOAT algorithm decreases the calculating quantity of searching best split point that improves the algorithm performance. At the same time, BOAT algorithm improves the application when facing the distributed data source without operating on the concentrated data set. It is obviously improving the performance on the distributed data source.
The BOAT algorithm and the decision tree that based on the typical decision tree algorithm have better accuracy, and they can apply in the practical bank business. From the algorithm effectiveness, the improved BOATA algorithm spends less than 1000 seconds to operate 10 million data. If we operate it on the server or the distribute environment, it will have better effectiveness with practical application possibility.
By the data limitation, this article only discusses the credit cardholder data. Based on the great mass fervor of 'big data', data quantity and attribute dimensionality will influence how much of the algorithm, how to combine the structural data and the mass unstructured data. Realize the effective evaluation of the big data will be the next research target.
